Find Someone Who . . .
(Also Called People Search)

Find someone:

who was born in another country
______________

who owns an unusual pet
______________

who has visited New York City
______________

who has more than two siblings
______________

who has been to an art museum in the past two months
______________

who prefers Macs to PCs
______________

who is a ____________ (add local sports team's name) fan
______________

who reads and writes in a language other than English
______________

who read the same novel from the summer reading list as you
______________

who has an allergy
______________

who competes on a school sports team
______________

who plays a musical instrument
______________

who watches ____________ (add popular teen TV show's name)
______________

who has read the novel *The Hunger Games* by Suzanne Collins (2010)
______________